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A study by the Experian Automotive on households with at least one vehicle shows that the United
States has a national average of 2.28 vehicles per household. The number of vehicles per
household, however, varies according to state and region. Washington D.C. has the highest single-
car percentage at 62.5 percent, while South Dakota has the highest percentage of households with
five or more vehicles at 12.79 percent.

The same study also shows that households with two to four cars normally have a full-sized pickup
truck and a standard mid-range vehicle in their garage. Of those with two or more vehicles, in which
one is an SUV, almost 25 percent also own a pickup truck. In fact, three of the top selling vehicles in
the U.S. in 2011 were the Ford F-Series, Chevrolet Silverado, and the Dodge Ram Pickup, at
number 1, 2, and 7, respectively.

Pickup trucks have come a long way from being mere workhorses to high-end trucks with amenities
and accessories comparable to luxury vehicles. Years ago, pickup trucks used to be found only in
rural areas. In the urban setting, they are used by a number of blue-collar workers. Nowadays, youâ€™ll
see a lot of students, professionals, and even Hollywood A-listers driving pickup trucks around town.

If youâ€™re thinking of buying a pickup truck, you must consider several factors. Pickups with bigger
cabs have lesser cargo beds, and vice-versa, so itâ€™s best to know which size suits your needs. If you
need a pickup truck for towing or hauling for example, you may want to upgrade the engine to a V8
or a diesel to add more torque. However, if you use it as a commuter vehicle only, you may prefer
compact or mid-size versions for easier maneuverability. Used car dealerships Indianapolis
customers prefer offer a wide selection of pickup trucks, both brand new and pre-owned.

It is also important to remember that you only need a four-wheel drive if you rough it out regularly on
rugged terrain or if you live in a remote region. Otherwise, youâ€™d be better off with a rear-wheel drive
truck. It is also vital to note the various safety components to protect yourself and your passengers.
These and other features could best be highlighted by salespersons or auto specialists at used car
dealerships in Indianapolis Indiana.

Most used car dealerships in Indianapolis Indiana have the above mentioned top three selling
pickup trucks in their inventory. These dealerships include other brands and models, both brand
new and used, not only of pickup trucks, but also sedans, SUVs, and vans, including parts and
accessories.
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